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The Next Big Thing: Generation X
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It would seem that businesses,
marketers and even the
media are captivated by two
generations: older baby boomers and younger millennials.
Each is recognized as having
expectations of goal-attainment and accomplishment.
The cohort that should, but
does not, garner attention,
is the often ignored middle
child, Generation X.
Emerging from the turbulence
and haze of the 60s, the boomers, born in the twenty years

following the end of World War II,
are celebrated for changing
the political and social landscape, and for powering the
economy through an expansion of the workforce. As this
generation now retires, they are
driving interest rates lower and
entitlement spending higher.
Millennials, born between
the early 80s and early 2000s,
seem to receive equal star
billing. They are reputed to be
the generation willing to turn
social convention on its head.
The speed with which they
embrace emerging technologies is reshaping the world’s
economy, and their commitment to environmental causes
is thought to be driving the rising

interest in impact investing.
Sandwiched between the two,
Generation X does not seem
to engender nearly the same
positive press. To start, this is a
smaller group by virtue of the
“Baby Bust,” which arose as
women transitioned to having
children later in life. While
millennials and baby boomers
stand out for their radically different viewpoints, Generation
X’s thinking tends to fall somewhere in between — unique
only for its lack of distinction.
In a poll conducted by Pew
Research, 58 and 61 percent
of boomers and millennials,
respectively, view their generation as unique, compared with
49 percent of Gen Xers.
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Urban myth, supported by
polling data, purports that
Generation X harbors smoldering resentment of baby
boomers who, incidentally,
got all the good jobs and
good times, and scowls at the
“everyone gets a trophy” and
“let’s collaborate” orientation
of millennials. Generation X,
of latch-key kids, has instead
grown up only to be labeled as
“slackers.” Where baby boomers and millennials reputedly
have all the answers that will
save us, Gen Xers are pretty
sure that most of those answers
are wrong. Subtly, society has
come to discount the smaller,
less-than-sunny Generation X.
In reality, Generation X is a
group of solid citizens who

demonstrate a strong work
ethic and willingness to make
long-term commitments to
organizations and people. They
have more respect for tradition
than people on either side of
the age aisle, lead productive
lives and are often stretched
thin. According to a Pew study
on Generation X, “…from
everything we know about
them, they’re savvy, skeptical
and self-reliant; they’re not into
preening or pampering, and
they just might not give much
of a hoot what others think of
them. Or whether others think
of them at all.1”

it is quite possible the needs
and interests of Generation X
deserve far greater attention.
this peer group is about to hit

age 50. Beyond AARP memberpeople hit their stride, ascend
to leadership positions and

from now, Generation X will
supplant the baby boomers as
the leaders of businesses and
industries, including companies like Glenmede. Millennials
may comprise the bulk of the
employee base, but it is more
probable they will report to a
Gen Xer.
Given that many clients partner with Glenmede following a
liquidation event or receipt of
equity awards, Generation X
will probably be the source of
Inheritance will continue to be
another source of wealth for
this age group.

How is Glenmede preparing for
Generation X? We believe there
are aspects of Glenmede that
will resonate strongly, including
our strategic goals to simplify
through unparalleled advice
and service.

1

http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2014/06/05/generation-x-americas-neglected-middle-child/
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In reality, Generation X is a group of solid citizens, who demonstrate
a strong

work ethic and willingness to make
long-term commitments to organizations and people.

How is Glenmede preparing for
Generation X? We believe there
are aspects of Glenmede that
will resonate strongly, including
our strategic goal to simplify
through unparalleled advice
and service.
We believe this harried group of
leaders will make a long-term
commitment to an organization
that works earnestly to provide
superior advice, service and
performance. Since Gen Xers
are skeptics, we imagine our
long-held objective to preserve
our independent ownership
enduring stability and commitment to objective advice will
also be a differentiator.
There are, nonetheless,
changes that we will need to
make to serve this next generation. Compared to other
cohorts, Gen Xers are 10-to-25
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percent more concerned they
will not have ample money for
retirement. As a result, we have
expanded our Wealth Planning
capabilities and prepared a
larger group of employees to
deliver the skilled guidance and
planning tools to address this
need. Likewise, goals-based
investing increasingly informs
how we frame investment
decisions.
While millennials may lead the
pack on technology, its use will
become exponentially important as we transition from the
baby boomers to Generation X.
To support this need, we will roll
out WealthView, an application
that will allow clients to consolidate their assets, liabilities and
board, over the next year. With
this data clients will be able to
track their net worth and evaluate their spending patterns
versus a budget.

Within Glenmede, we are preparing our next generation of
professionals to excel as expert
practitioners, leaders and
managers. We have devoted
time and resources to helping
people enhance their management skills through coaching,
talent development and
change management.
If we can maintain the practices that Generation X values
and adapt to changing preferences, Glenmede should
secure its place with the next
generation of clients. At the
very least we should win a
trophy just for participating.
Full Disclosure: The author is
a baby boomer who enjoys
working with millennials in teams,
but, on certain days, feels
much more like a Gen Xer.
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Understanding Alzheimer’s Disease:
From Science to Wealth Planning

LEE MILLER
Director of Glenmede’s
New York Region

DR. RICHARD
MAYEUX
Chair of Neurology at
Columbia University

Physical and cognitive changes
are a natural part of the aging
process. Symptoms can manifest slowly and progressively,
or appear suddenly with the
onset of illness. In a perfectly
appointed world, families would
prepare for these events in
advance, planning for medcontingencies. In the case of
cognitive impairment as a result
of Alzheimer’s disease — the
sixth-leading cause of death in
America — individuals and
families face complex emotions
and planning issues:
• How quickly will the disease
progress?
• When will a loved one
become unable to participate in the decision-making
process?
• Will previous planning
accommodate current
needs and circumstances?

Perspectives

Providing families with
wide-ranging and critically
important information is central
to our delivery of meaningful
wealth management services.
During a recent client event
held in New York City, for example, we invited Dr. Richard
Mayeux, Chair of Neurology at
Columbia University, and Lee
Miller, Director of Glenmede’s
New York region, to share their
insights on Alzheimer’s disease,
its effect on diagnosed individuals and their families, and the
important legal, medical and

a Managing Director in our
following excerpts from their
discussion:
Q What physiologically occurs
with the onset of Alzheimer’s?
A Dr. Mayeux: Alzheimer’s disease is the most common
of the many forms of dementia, particularly among the
elderly. In essence, proteins
in the brain undergo a
structural change, thereby
interrupting normal functionality. The brain initially tries
to compartmentalize these
proteins into small organelles,
but somehow in the transition
from a normal to abnormal
protein, it is believed the
remaining nerve cells are
toxically affected, resulting in
Alzheimer’s disease.

Alzheimer’s disease starts in
a particular area of the
brain — the part that forms
new memories. One of the
appears when people
become unable to remember recent happenings. While
older memories may remain
intact and an individual
may continue to function
normally, newer memories
become lost.
Q What types of behaviors
should prompt someone to
consult their physician?
A Dr. Mayeux: We all misplace
our glasses or forget where
we parked our car — such
occurrences are not usually
cause for alarm. However,
when a person begins to
repeat the same questions
over and over in a short
short-term memory, these
instances can signal the
beginning of Alzheimer’s.
Many times, it is a spouse
behaviors.
Q From a legal standpoint,
how is mental capacity
determined?
A Lee Miller: Capacity is
ing on the document. To
write and sign a will, for
example, testamentary
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capacity requires that the
person signing the will:
• Understands that he or she
is making a will, or that a
lawyer is preparing a will at
the individual’s request;
• Knows the natural objects
of his or her bounty —
typically, immediate family
members; and
• Has a general idea of the
nature and value of his or her
assets — knowing the exact
market value is unnecessary.
While an individual has
early-stage dementia, diagnosed or obvious to family
members, that does not
mean he or she lacks testamentary capacity. Even with
some mental deterioration,
there can be periods where
an individual is lucid and able

to oversee the drafting and
signing of legal documents.
Q Following an early diagnosis, how should patients
empower others to act on
their behalf?
A Lee Miller: We recommend
establishing a power of attorney, a will and a revocable
or living trust.
Everyone should have a will
and a durable power of
attorney appointing a trusted
family member or individual
advisor to act on their behalf,
be it for lack of capacity
or because they become
unavailable for a reason such
as they are traveling. One
should also consider establishing advanced health care
directives, a health care
proxy and a living will.

Most power-of-attorney
documents are considered
“durable,” meaning the
appointed person will continue to act on the patient’s
behalf even if the patient’s
health deteriorates. Unless
there is a time-frame or purfor a real estate closing,
the power of attorney typically remains in effect until
death or termination by the
principal.
Q What are some best practices for those serving as
power of attorney?
A Lee Miller: Any person serving
as power of attorney must be
organized. By law, they must
keep the patient’s assets separate from their own assets,
and they must keep good
records, which should include
receipts and records of all
incoming funds, outgoing
payments and transactions.
Q In general, what should
aging persons do to prepare

A Lee Miller: In addition to the
steps just mentioned — a
power of attorney and estate
planning documents — one
should:
• Consider freezing your credit
to protect from identity theft.
• Establish automated payments to avoid missing bill
payments for utilities, credit
cards and insurance premiums. Grant your family
permission to receive
duplicate statements to
keep them abreast of your
account activity.
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• Organize your documents.
Let your family know where
to locate insurance policies
and other legal documents,
what banks you use and
where your safety deposit
box is located. Provide them
with the names and numbers
of your medical providers,
and pharmacy.
• If the time comes when
someone has to step into
your shoes, the more organized you are, the better
equipped the appointed
individual will be to act on
your behalf.
• We also recommend you
put a medical release form
in place. A Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability
Act (HIPAA) release
gives medical providers

authorization to release your
medical records to the individuals you identify.
Q Should someone with progressive Alzheimer’s continue
to sign documents?
A Lee Miller: It depends on
what is being signed and its
import. For example, if it’s
an annual renewal of a real
estate tax rebate, it may be
continue to sign with supervision. It is best to consult
the family attorney on these
types of issues.
It is critical for individuals
affected by any degenerative
disease to plan ahead — well
before a person becomes
unable to advocate his or her
intentions. Understanding — and

acting on that understanding
— only comes through communication. By talking to family
members and trusted advisors in
advance about issues relating
to mental and physical decline,
a family can more effectively
move forward together. These
conversations also increase the
likelihood of realizing each person’s needs and expectations
along the way and help family
members to appropriately overissues as they arise.
Glenmede has created a
tool to assist in organizing
your thoughts — our Guide for
Family and Advisors. Ask your
Relationship Manager for a
ment at http://www.glenmede.
com/pdf/Guide-for-Familyand-Advisors.pdf.

Featured Events
We will continue to draw upon our resources to bring
important and compelling topics to the forefront,
as we have in previous instances:

dinner discussions, each tailored to incorporate
teachings and discussion relevant to a group’s
particular life experiences.

• A Genetic Investment: A Roadmap for Wellness
and Graceful Aging Held at the Brazilian Court
in Palm Beach, noted geneticist and physicianscientist, Charis Eng, MD, PhD, of the Cleveland
Clinic, discussed how family health history and
genetics empower our decision-making. Dr. Eng
also spoke of the interaction between wine
and genes in human health, and Per Holmberg,
Head of the Wine Department at Christie’s, led
a tasting of the wines discussed by Dr. Eng.

• Impact Generation Series Geared toward
millennials, the event featured a craft beer and
cheese tasting followed by interactive roundtable
break-out discussions with Glenmede professionals
focused on investing with the future in mind, the
power of compounding and investing in your
reputation.

• Ages and Stages: Managing Wealth at Various Life
Stages This multi-generational educational event
geared toward family members spanning four
generations was held at Hamilton Farm Golf Club
in Gladstone, New Jersey. Based on an individual’s
life stage, guests were invited to choose from four
Perspectives

• Safeguarding Your Finances, Credit and Good Name
an engaging seminar discussing cyber security and
the risks individuals could one day face. The event
featured security expert, William Kowalski, J.D.,
Principal and Director of Operations for Rehmann
Corporate Investigative Services, who discussed
cyber risks, exposures and solutions for safeguarding
personal information.
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High-Yield Muni Bonds: Enjoy the Ride, but Fasten
Your Seat Belt
portfolio structures for the
optimal balance between risk

If you have never driven on the
German Autobahn, I recommend adding it to your bucket
list. Nothing will get your heart
automobile motoring down
the highway at more than 100
miles per hour. But caution is
required. Imprudent speed,
especially on curves, is the
leading cause of accidents.
Income-oriented investors,
for their part, have taken to
the proverbial autobahn as
a means to escape historically low interest rates and
dwindling income streams,
seeking refuge in two areas:
lower-quality securities and
securities with longer maturities.
Here, accidents typically occur
when investors over allocate
to high-risk strategies or do not
fully understand the interaction of disparate investment
strategies.
Comparable to high-performance manufacturers
equipping automobiles with
sophisticated accident avoidance systems, such as lane
departure and auto-braking,
Glenmede embeds risk management systems into our
portfolio management process.
Substantial time and resources
are allocated to analyzing
Winter 2015

allocation provides the highest
expected return for a given
level of risk. The objective is
not to avoid risk but to ensure
fair compensation for the risk
taken.
This continuous evaluation
process has led us to consider a new asset class:
high-yield municipal bonds.
When compared to highyield corporate bonds, the
expected after-tax returns,
lower default rates, higher
recovery rates and a lower
correlation to equities. From a

portfolios — not because of
the relatively high yield, but
because its addition creates
a more optimal portfolio.
Exposure to high-yield municipal debt inevitably comes
with associated risk. As with all
high-yield bonds, credit quality
requires careful analysis at
the individual security level.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 8

Risk vs. Opportunity

Yield (%)

SCOTT McGOUGH
Director of Fixed
Income Management

quantitative perspective, our
internal models would allocate
between 25 and 50 percent
of moderate-risk portfolios to
high-yield municipals. While
qualitatively we don’t view
this level of exposure as prudent, we believe this strategy

Risk (Annualized Standard Deviation)
The 25%, 28%, 33% & 39.6% brackets are all taxable equivalent yields. The 33% & 39.6%
brackets also include the 3.8% Net Investment Income Tax. Yield data as of 11/6/2015.
Risk(Annualized Standard Deviation) based 10/2005 through 9/2015. Sources:
Barclays and Glenmede.
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Beyond this consideration,
the high-yield municipal
market presents its own set
of challenges. As measured
by Barclays, the market for
these assets is approximately
$93 billion — less than onetenth the size of the corporate
high-yield universe — and 43
percent is concentrated in
Puerto Rican and tobacco-settlement bonds. Further, more
than 30 percent of the nearly
3,500 issuers are not rated by a
major agency, and securities
tend to have longer maturities
than their corporate equivalents. With an overwhelmingly
retail-oriented investor base
gaining access through mutual
funds, the market can become
illiquid and experience sizeable price volatility despite
no meaningful change to the
underlying credit characteristics of the securities. While
high-yield municipal bond
prices are subject to interest-rate risk and the forces of
supply and demand, credit
quality remains the dominant

The key to gaining exposure
to the positive attributes of
high-yield municipal debt is
learning how to navigate the
curves in this nuanced market.
This requires a well-constructed
management built in. Credit
risk can be mitigated with
intensive credit analysis, and
relatively small allocations to a
large number of issuers helps
diversify the risk of overexposure to any one issuer.
While Glenmede prefers holding individual tax-exempt
bond issues in many portfolios,
cannot be overlooked. When

selecting a high-yield municipal mutual fund, we look for
those with a broad investor
base, where the focus is on
ership and the investors are
disciplined to ignore daily price
volatility. While there are a
myriad of choices, few managers have yet to demonstrate an
ability to meaningfully manage
risk throughout the cycle or
structure the investment vehicle to our expectations. We
continue our research and due
diligence as the opportunities
are too compelling to forgo,
implementing risk management and caution along our
route.

Perspectives is intended to be an unconstrained review of matters of possible interest to Glenmede Trust Company clients and
friends and is not intended as personalized investment advice. Advice is provided in light of a client’s applicable circumstances
and may differ substantially from this presentation. Opinions or projections herein are based on information available at the time
of publication and may change thereafter. Information gathered from other sources is assumed to be reliable, but accuracy
is not guaranteed. Outcomes (including performance) may differ materially from expectations herein due to various risks and
uncertainties. Any reference to risk management or risk control does not imply that risk can be eliminated. All investments have risk.
Clients are encouraged to discuss the applicability of any matter discussed herein with their Glenmede representative.
Nothing herein is intended as legal advice or federal tax advice, and any references to taxes which may be contained in this
communication are not intended to and cannot be used for the purpose of (i) avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code
or (ii) promotion, marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein. You should consult your
attorney regarding legal matters, as the law varies depending on facts and circumstances.
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